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About This Content

Please Note: In order to get full value from all of the scenarios featured in this pack, you will need to own Train
Simulator’s Feather River Canyon Route Add-On, Sherman Hill Route Add-On and Western Pacific GP20 Loco Add-

On.

Bringing 8+ hours of new railroading challenges to Train Simulator’s Feather River Canyon route, this new scenario pack
features 10 realistic career scenarios.

Feather River Canyon Scenario Pack 1’s career scenarios bring to life the Western Pacific and early Union Pacific eras on Train
Simulator’s popular Feather River Canyon route. Closely based upon actual railroad operations, the scenarios represent a
diversity of tasks – from priority mainline freights to local work to switching operations – across the full breadth of the

magnificent Feather River Canyon route.

The scenario pack provides a variety of authentic operating challenges to you as an engineer, whether it be lugging the WPX
(“Western Pacific Expeditor”) up the rugged west slope of Feather River Canyon with a quartet of Western Pacific U30Bs,
hauling tonnage with veteran WP EMD F7s, local switching at Oroville with a lone WP GP20, totting lumber on the “Inside

Gateway” line, hauling grain west with Union Pacific SD40-2s, or even putting a leased UP SW10 Hammerhead diesel switcher
to work on the Quincy Railroad short line.

Each of the pack’s scenarios require the Feather River Canyon route (available separately) and select scenarios also require
Train Simulator’s Union Pacific Sherman Hill route or the Western Pacific hi-nose Electro-Motive GP20 Loco Add-On (each

available separately).
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Feather River Canyon Scenario Pack 1 will provide 8+ hours of additional and realistic railroading challenges and enjoyment
for users of Train Simulator!

Included scenarios:

Western Pacific WPX, Part 1

Western Pacific WPX, Part 2

Western Pacific WPX, Part 3

Western Pacific Symbol MDX

Western Pacific Second OME

Western Pacific Local KGT

Oroville Morning Call

Inside Gateway Train 137

Union Pacific Symbol TGW

Quincy Hammerhead
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Title: TS Marketplace: Feather River Canyon Scenario Pack 01
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
High Iron Simulations
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Do not buy this game it has game for windows live which is the most unbearable rage inducing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t you will ever use.
i use to play this game a year back with a windows account i spent about 2 days trying to sort out. i went on today wanting to
play the old game i quite enjoyed and guess what the account was terminated due to unactivity! WTF!!!!!. pretty good game.
After putting 17+ hours into this game, I can finally say...

It's ♥♥♥♥ing AWESOME! The graphics suck, the AI is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, and the enemies are tough as hell. BUT, it's
EXTREMELY fun. You can plan out all your actions, and then let your troops execute them. The amount of content is
staggering, and the game does get slightly repetetive, but so does normal XCOM. A worthy successor of the XCOM series. Most
of the negative reviews are due to the different gameplay style, but when you get past that you get a very, very intriguing
offspring of the XCOM series. And it's only seven USD, so why the hell not? Buy this game, and enjoy it. I sure have. T_T
thank you T_T. SO.
♥♥♥♥ING.
PRECIOUS.

Totally worth playing it, 10/10
. No. Just no.
Go play Deep Space Waifu
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Quite fun, but short. Pace very slow. Had everything finished in 5 hours. I wish there was more. My advice: only buy when on
sale.. This is a great game. It's simplicity belies it's intricacies. Great tutorial series, and a lot of realism in learning the hard way,
leading to a surprisingly upbeat death. Extremely stable interface, with not a single crash or bug seen as of yet.. Playing this
game almost makes me want to set myself on fire.
Gross.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/7qykJxuDFvE. Golfers beware.

 don't buy this game, you will feel totally ripped off in more ways than one. I was hoping this would be the game that would try
to really achieve realistic golf mechanics but it seems like they used other golf games to design this instead of asking some
golfers about the swing. If you want to hit the ball further in this game you don't "unlock" some club or level up your power or
something like that , you have to essentially change the difficulty. You pick the easy clubs then yes you get tons of backspin on
every shot and have great forgiveness , but you get 250 carry on driver. That is so stupid and boring , you play a golf game to hit
it like or BETTER than the pros thats what makes it fun. You pick the "master" level difficulty clubs and you get 300 yards
carry and a much higher difficulty. Whats stupid though is you go to hit your 150 shot in and you have to deal with master level
difficulty penalization on your shots.

I feel totally ripped off as a PC gamer when I pay 50$ for a INFERIOR game that the PS4 and xbox crowd get. They actually
get the augusta national and real tour players in their league. Here we get made up majors and made up players. Too bad nobody
told me that or it isint stated on Steam .. gee thanks . At the end of the day your left with dead multiplayer , a ruined career
mode and a lonely experience. It feels like you pirated it and are being punished with a lack of content but no, this is the game
you get for PC I guess.

I played only 1 hour past the refund limit and couldn't get a refund, otherwise I would. After trying to put some effort into this
game I can honestly say that 2012 tiger woods is 2 letter grades better. I looked for different kind of matches online at different
times of the day on a few different occasions and ended up with 0. I honestly think this is a game nobody should buy, nobody
deserves to be ripped off like this. Because of the issues stated and the fact that you actually get less of a experience for playing
on PC .

Multiplayer - 0\/10
playing with ghosts isint multiplayer
Campaign - 0\/10
if ps4 got the same game I would give it a 6 or 7 for trying but honestly, in comparison the effort here is 0
Gameplay- 0\/10
if you have more fun actually golfing there is something SERIOUSLY wrong with your game
Sound- 0\/10
I normally dont care about sound or music ,especially in a golf game. I expect the music to be bad so that's fine. But many times
I reached a par five in two on the fringe or second cut and the announcer says I hit a bad shot , or hit dirve through a par 4 and
have the announcer tell me how much I suck.
 Overall 0\/10
I never once quit out of the game conventionally, I have only alt f4d out of this game because of unfairness and I think Ive
completed 1\/8 th of the rounds I've played. Ok. With the proviso that it only costs just a few pounds.

It doesnt support PC resolutions. 1920x1080 is the best it can manage. It doesnt support any sensible field of view.

It is a console abomination and plays like it. Very predictable, very dull. If you thought it might be a dynasty warriors arena type
thing. It sort of is but that is incredible unfair to the dynasty warriors series which are so much more.

I didnt check the background much before I purchased because it was cheap. I am guessing its 8 or more years old and someone
has sentimental attachment.. Triggering words in the random 'word' achievements.. I'm on the fence on this one. The idea of
Crayon Physics meets platforming intrigued me. The puzzles are pretty good, and the devs are generous (maybe a little too
much) to provide the solutions to each puzzle in the form of a jigsaw puzzle in-game. But often, I'll have a solution in mind but
not be able to execute it, and I can't tell whether the fault is with my solution or with the pixels not being aligned just right. To
get a piece of a solution to work usually takes a dozen tries. This isn't helped by the fact that the character can't seem to swim in
shallow waters or hop over an obstacle that's just a little too high.
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A good concept, but I'd only recommend it when it's on sale.. i love her boot shes sexy
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